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Abstract
We exhibit the simplex category ∆ as an∞-categorical localization of the category Ωpi of
plane rooted trees introduced by Moerdijk–Weiss. As an application we obtain an equivalence
of∞-categories between 2-Segal simplicial spaces as introduced by Dyckerhoff–Kapranov and
invertible (non-symmetric)∞-operads. We also prove analogous results, where ∆ is replaced
by Connes’ cyclic category Λ or by Segal’s category Γ, and where ∞-operads are replaced
by cyclic ∞-operads or by symmetric ∞-operads, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Higher category theory rests on the idea that one should replace strictly associative composition of
arrows by composition laws which are only well-defined and associative up to a coherent system
of higher homotopies. The importance of simplicial methods in higher category theory stems
mainly from the key fact that the datum of an ordinary category can be faithfully repackaged
in a simplicial set, called its nerve. It is well known that a simplicial set X : ∆op → Set is
isomorphic to the nerve of a category if and only if satisfies what are known as Rezk’s Segal
conditions. The category corresponding to X has X[0] as its set of objects and X[1] as its set of
morphisms; composition of morphisms is defined by the span
µ : X[1] ×X[0] X[1]
∼=←−− X[2] −→ X[1], (1.1)
where the left pointing map is guaranteed to be a bijection by the first of the Segal conditions.
It is Rezk’s fundamental insight [Rez01] that one can model (∞, 1)-category as simplicial spaces
which satisfy the correct homotopy coherent analog of the Segal conditions, obtained by replacing
bijections of sets by weak equivalences of spaces and fiber products by their homotopy coherent
counterparts; the contractible (homotopy) fibers of the left pointing map in (1.1) parameterize
the choices of composition.
Dyckerhoff–Kapranov [DK12] study the case where the first map in the span (1.1) is not
an equivalence anymore. In this case one can still interpret µ as a “multi-valued composition
law”, where the space of possible results of a composition is parameterized by the possibly
non-contractible or even empty fibers of the first map in the span (1.1). This multi-valued
composition law is unital and associative (up to coherent homotopies) precisely if the simplicial
object X satisfies the unital 2-Segal conditions—a weakening of Rezk’s Segal conditions.
The main source of examples of unital 2-Segal spaces—apart from all ordinary Segal spaces—
is Waldhausen’s S-construction [Wal85], which assigns to a suitable (∞-)category C a unital
2-Segal simplicial space S(C). While Waldhausen was originally interested in the homotopical
meaning of the S-construction—the homotopy groups of S(C) compute the algebraic K-theory
of C—, it turns out that the S-construction also carries interesting algebraic information: under
suitable finiteness assumptions, one can turn the simplicial space S(C) into the so called Hall
algebra of C by an appropriate linearization procedure. In this context, the unital 2-Segal prop-
erty enjoyed by S(C) can be seen to be directly responsible for the unitality and associativity of
the multiplication in the Hall algebra. Variants of Hall algebras, such as the cohomological Hall
algebra of Kontsevich–Soibelmann [KS11] or the derived Hall algebra of Toën [Toë06], can be
obtained by considering variants of this construction; see [Dyc18] for a survey on this perspective.
Dyckerhoff–Kapranov also recover classical convolution algebras such as the Iwahori–Hecke alge-
bra as linearizations of certain unital 2-Segal spaces. Hall and Hecke algebras play an important
role in representation theory, for instance due to their close connection to quantum groups.
When constructing (strictly) associative algebras out of unital 2-Segal spaces, one really
only needs the 3-skeleton of these simplicial spaces and the corresponding truncated version of
the unital 2-Segal conditions. It is thus natural to ask: What precisely is the higher algebraic
structure encoded in a unital 2-Segal space? In this paper we establish the following theorem
(see Corollary 4.4.2) which provides the first complete answer to this question.
Theorem 1. There is a canonical equivalence between
• the ∞-category of unital 2-Segal spaces and
• the ∞-category of invertible ∞-operads1). ♦
The theory of ∞-operads, originally introduced in the setting of algebraic topology by
May [May72] and Boardman–Vogt [BV73] to study the algebraic structure of iterated loop spaces,
has since become a fundamental organizational tool in the study of higher algebraic structures.
1) colored, non-symmetric
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Roughly speaking, an operad is a generalized category which admits not just morphisms x→ y
from one object to another, but also “many-to-one” morphisms (x1, . . . , xk) → y, called op-
erations, together with suitably associative composition laws (see Definition 2.1.1). Roughly
speaking, an (∞-)operad is called invertible if every operation can be uniquely (up to con-
tractible choice) decomposed into other operations as long as the shape of this decomposition is
specified in advance (see Definition 4.3.1).
The passage from operads to ∞-operads is analogous to the passage from categories to ∞-
categories and arises by replacing strict composition of operations by composition laws which
are only well-defined and associative up to a coherent system of higher homotopies. To study
∞-operads we use the convenient framework of dendroidal spaces introduced by Moerdijk–
Weiss [MW07] and later developed further by Cisinski–Moerdijk [CM11,CM13]. In this frame-
work the simplex category ∆ is replaced by a bigger category Ωpi of plane rooted trees whose
definition we recall in Section 2.1. Generalizing Rezk’s ideas from the simplicial case, Cisinski–
Moerdijk observe that operads are identified via a dendroidal version of the nerve functor with
dendroidal sets Ωoppi → Set satisfying the dendroidal analog of the Segal conditions (see Def-
inition 4.1.1). More generally, they show that ∞-operads are modeled by (complete2)) Segal
dendroidal spaces.
The equivalence in Theorem 1 is constructed by pulling back along an explicit functor
Lpi : Ωpi −→ ∆
(see Section 2.2) of ordinary categories, which we prove to be an∞-categorical localization in the
following sense: There is an explicit class S of maps in Ωpi which are sent by Lpi to equivalences
in ∆ and, moreover, Lpi is universal with this property among all functors of∞-categories. More
precisely, we have the following result (see Theorem 3.0.1).
Theorem 2. Let C be an ∞-category. The functor
L?pi : Fun(∆,C) −→ Fun(Ωpi,C) (1.2)
induced by Lpi is fully faithful; the essential image is spanned by those functors Ωpi → C which
send all maps in S to equivalences in C. ♦
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 (after passing to opposite categories) by observing that
L?pi identifies 2-Segal simplicial objects in its domain with (complete) Segal dendroidal objects in
its codomain.
It is often worthwhile to enhance simplicial objects with “additional symmetries”. In this
article we consider the following two main examples:
(1) Segal’s special Γ-spaces [Seg74]—used to model the homotopy theory of connective spectra—
can be seen as Segal simplicial spaces X enhanced by compatible actions
Sn y Xn
of the symmetric groups.
(2) Cyclic symmetries on X : ∆op → C are encoded by lifts of X to Connes’ cyclic category
Λ ⊃ ∆ and described informally by a compatible system of actions
Cn+1 y Xn
by cyclic groups. Cyclic unital 2-Segal objects play a central role in Dyckerhoff–Kapanov’s
construction [DK18] of topological Fukaya categories of surfaces and in Stern’s version [Ste]
of the cobordism hypothesis in dimension 2.
2) Completeness is an additional technical condition which will be vacuous in the cases we consider.
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One important feature of our proof of Theorem 1 is that it can be generalized to clarify how
cyclic (resp. symmetric) enhancements of unital 2-Segal spaces correspond precisely to cyclic
(resp. symmetric) structures on the corresponding invertible ∞-operads. To do this we consider
two variants of the category Ωpi of plane rooted trees:
(1) The category Ωsym is precisely the category Ω of Moerdijk–Weiss. The objects of Ωsym
are rooted trees (without a chosen plane embedding); Segal presheaves on Ωsym model
symmetric (∞-)operads.
(2) By slightly modifying a construction of Joyal–Kock [JK09], we introduce the category Ωcyc
of plane rootable trees (see Section 2.3); Segal presheaves on Ωcyc model cyclic (∞-)operads.
These categories of trees come equipped with canonical functors
Lsym : Ωsym → Γ and Lcyc : Ωcyc → Λ
(see Section 2.4 and Section 2.3). Our methods directly generalize to obtain the following version
of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. The functors Lsym and Lcyc are∞-categorical localizations. Moreover, they induce
an equivalence between
• the ∞-category of unital 2-Segal cyclic (resp. Γ-) spaces and
• the ∞-category of invertible cyclic (resp. symmetric) ∞-operads. ♦
Remark 1.0.1. The functor Lsym : Ωsym → Γ was already considered by Boavida de Brito–
Moerdijk [BM17, Theorem 1.1]; their main theorem states that this functor induces a equivalence
between the ∞-category of special Γ-spaces and the ∞-category of what they call covariantly
fibrant complete Segal dendroidal spaces. We observe that their equivalence—as well as the
obvious variants for Λ and ∆—are immediate corollaries of Theorem 2 by restricting to the
appropriate full subcategories (see Corollary 4.2.2). ♦
Remark 1.0.2. Unital 2-Segal spaces were also introduced independently from Dyckerhoff–Kapranov
by Gálvez-Carrillo–Kock–Tonks [GCKT18a,GCKT18b,GCKT18c] under the name decomposi-
tion spaces. It was recently shown by Feller–Garner–Kock–Underhill-Proulx–Weber [FGK+19]
that the unitality condition is redundant for 2-Segal spaces so that we could drop the adjective
unital throughout this article. ♦
Remark 1.0.3. Recently, a different algebraic interpretation of unital 2-Segal spaces was given
by Stern [Ste19], who identified the ∞-category of 2-Segal objects in C with an ∞-category of
algebras in correspondences in C. Similarly, Stern shows that cyclic unital 2-Segal objects are
identified with Calabi-Yau algebras in correspondences. ♦
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2 The localization functors
Recall, that the simplex category ∆ is the category of finite nonempty linearly ordered sets and
weakly monotone maps between them; when convenient we identify ∆ with its skeleton consisting
of the standard ordinals [n] = {0 < · · · < n}.
2.1 The category Ωpi of plane rooted trees
We recall some basic facts about (colored, non-symmetric) operads and the category Ωpi of plane
rooted trees as introduced by Moerdijk–Weiss [MW07].
Definition 2.1.1. A colored, non-symmetric operad (or operad for short) O = (O, O, ◦)
consists of
• a collection O of objects (or colors),
• given colors x1, . . . , xn, y ∈ O, a setO(x1, . . . , xn; y) of n-ary operations from (x1, . . . , xn)
to y and
• for each k, n1, . . . , nk ∈ N and colors xiji , z ∈ O (for 0 ≤ ji ≤ ni, 0 ≤ i ≤ k), a composition
map ∐
y1,...,yk∈O
(O(x11, . . . , x1n1 ; y1)× · · · × O(xk1, . . . , xknk ; yk))×O(y1, . . . , yk; z)
◦−−→ O(x11, . . . , x1n1 , . . . , xk1, . . . , xknk ; z)
• for each color x ∈ O, a unit map 1 : {x} −→ O(x;x).
such that the obvious associativity and unitality conditions are satisfied. There is an obvious
notion of a morphism of operads, we denote the resulting category of operads by Op. ♦
Remark 2.1.2. As originally introduced by Boardman–Vogt and May, an “operad” would be
assumed to be mono-colored. Since there is no reason for us to single out this special case
we will instead take operads to be colored by default. Moreover it is most convenient for us
to reserve the word “operad” for the least structured situation and add further adjectives (e.g.
symmetric or cyclic) whenever we equip our operad with extra structure (see also Section 2.3
and Section 2.4). We warn the reader that this is a rather uncommon convention: most au-
thors (including Moerdijk–Weiss and Cisinski–Moerdijk) will define operads to be symmetric by
default. ♦
Remark 2.1.3. Each operad (O, O, ◦) has an underlying category with objects x ∈ O and mor-
phism sets O(x; y). Conversely, each category can be viewed as an operad which has only 1-ary
operations. More precisely, we have an adjunction Cat −→←− Op with fully faithful left adjoint. ♦
An object of Ωpi is called a plane rooted tree and consist of a finite plane rooted trees in
the usual graph-theoretic sense together with a marking of some degree 1 vertices including the
root-vertex. An edge between unmarked vertices is called internal, the other edges are called
external. The unique external edge connected to the root-vertex is called the root (or output
edge); an external edge attached to a marked non-root vertex is called a leaf (or input edge).
Example 2.1.4. We depict some trees in Ωpi, including the special tree η, some corollas (C0, C1,
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C3) and two typical trees (of arity 3 and 4, respectively).
g
j
k
i
η C0 C1 C3
f h
d
c
e
    
b
a

The root is marked with a little arrow and drawn towards the bottom. ♦
Remark 2.1.5. From now on we completely ignore the marked vertices of a tree and never speak
of them again. Thus “vertex” always means “unmarked vertex”. When drawing trees, we omit
the marked vertices and instead draw the external edges “towards infinity”. ♦
The number of leaves of a tree is its arity. Each vertex of a tree has some number (the arity
of that vertex) of input edges and a unique output edge (which is the one that points in the
direction of the root). The input edges of a vertex are linearly ordered left-to-right by the plane
embedding. We denote by η or [0] the tree with only a single edge (which is both the root and
a leaf); we denote by C[n] or Cn the n-corolla, i.e. the unique n-ary tree with a single vertex.
Given two edges e, e′ in a plane tree T , we say that e is a predecessor of e′ and that e′ is a
successor of e, if the unique path in T going from e to the root of T goes through e′; note that
every edge is a predecessor of the root. Given two edges d, e in T , we say that d lies to the
left of e and that e lies to the right of d, if there are successors d′ of d and e′ of e which are
input edges at a common vertex v and such that e′ lies (strictly) to the left of e with respect to
the left-to-right linear order at v. Observe that for any two edges e, d we have the following two
mutually exclusive cases:
• d is a successor or a predecessor of e (this includes the case d = e) or
• d lies to the left or to the right of e.
Example 2.1.6. In the last tree of Example 2.1.4: The predecessors of the edge e are e itself, h,
j, k and i; the successors of e are e itself, c and the root a. To the left of e lie the edges d, f , g
and b; no edge lies to the right of e. ♦
Each plane rooted tree T gives rise to a free operad (also denoted by T ): it has a color for
each edge of T and its operations are freely generated by the vertices of T (an n-ary vertex is
seen as an n-ary operation from its input edges to its output edge). A morphism in Ωpi between
two trees is defined to be a morphism of the corresponding operads.
Example 2.1.7. Consider the following two plane rooted trees. The operad associated to the left
tree has colors {a′, a, c, d, e, f} and three non-unit operations s : a′ → a and r : (e, f, c, d) → a′
and r ◦ s : (e, f, c, d) → a. The other one has colors {a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h} and eleven non-unit
operations (t, u, v, w and all their composites).
e
1
0
2f c
d
4
4′
r •
a′
s•
a

//
e
1
f
2
g
h
3
u•
b
0
v•
c
w•
d
4
•
a

t
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The depicted morphism is described on colors by a′ 7→ a, a 7→ a, c 7→ c etc. and on generating
operations by s 7→ 1a and r 7→ (u, 1c, 1d) ◦ t. (The red numbers are for later reference.) ♦
A (planar) dendroidal object in an ∞-category C is functor N(Ωoppi ) → C. We denote
by dpiSet := [Ω
op
pi ,Set] the category of (planar) dendroidal sets, i.e. dendroidal objects in Set.
Given a plane rooted tree T , we denote by Ωpi[T ] the dendroidal set represented by T . There is
a canonical fully faithful embedding ∆ ↪→ Ωpi of the simplex category ∆ by interpreting every
linearly ordered set as a linear tree. This embedding gives rise to an adjunction sSet −→←− dpiSet
with fully faithful left adjoint. The inclusion Ωpi ↪→ Op (which is full by construction) gives rise
to a realization/nerve adjunction
dpiSet −→←− Op :Nd
by the formula Nd(O) : T 7→ HomOp(T,O), which extends the usual adjunction
sSet −→←− Cat :N.
2.2 The functor Lpi : Ωpi −→ ∆
Let us introduce the main player in our game.
Construction 2.2.1 (Covariant description of Lpi). Each plane rooted tree T ∈ Ωpi (which we
visualize with its external edges going towards infinity) partitions the plane into a set LpiT of
“areas” which is linearly ordered clockwise starting from the root. It is straightforward to extend
this assignment to a functor Lpi : Ωpi → ∆. ♦
We give an alternative, more formal, construction of the functor Lpi at the end of this section,
see Construction 2.2.10 below.
Example 2.2.2. The functor Lpi sends the morphism depicted in Example 2.1.7 to the map
{0, 1, 2, 4, 4′} → {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} in ∆ which sends i′, i 7→ i. ♦
Remark 2.2.3. Specifying two adjacent “areas” of a plane rooted tree T ∈ Ωpi uniquely determines
an external edge of T that separates them. If we write [n] := LpiT (where n is the arity of T )
then
• each minimal edge {i− 1, i} ↪→ [n] (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) corresponds precisely to a leaf of T and
• the maximal edge {0, n} ↪→ [n] corresponds to the root of T . ♦
Remark 2.2.4. Usually the category of trees is related to the simplex category by the inclusion
∆ ↪→ Ωpi of the linear trees. The composition ∆ ↪→ Ωpi Lpi−−→ ∆ is constant with value [1] ∈ ∆. The
two occurrences of the category ∆ in relation to the category Ωpi are in some sense “orthogonal”:
the first is sensitive to the “height” of a tree, the second measures the “width”. ♦
Definition 2.2.5. A map of plane rooted trees is called boundary preserving if it maps the
root to the root and each leaf to a leaf. ♦
Definition 2.2.6. A collapse map in Ωpi is a boundary preserving map C[n] → T out of a
corolla (where n is the arity of T ). A dendroidal object X : N(Ωoppi ) → C in some ∞-category C
is called invertible if X maps all collapse maps to equivalences in C. ♦
Remark 2.2.7. A boundary preserving map α : T → S of plane rooted trees induces a bijection
between the leaves of T and the leaves of S. Hence the functor Lpi maps boundary preserving
maps to isomorphisms. ♦
Remark 2.2.8. The motivation for the word “invertible” in Definition 2.2.6 will become apparent in
Section 4.3 when we discuss invertible operads (in the sense of Dyckehoff and Kapranov [DK12])
and show that an operad is invertible if and only if its nerve is an invertible dendroidal set
(Lemma 4.3.4). ♦
Here is one version of our main result which we explain and prove in Section 3 below:
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Theorem 2.2.9. The functor Lpi exhibits ∆ as an ∞-categorical localization of Ωpi at the set of
collapse maps. 
Before going forward, we give a “contravariant” description of the functor Lpi. This description
is useful because unlike the covariant one it can easily be adapted to the case of symmetric trees
(see Section 2.4). Denote by ∆bp the following category: objects are (possibly empty) linearly
ordered sets; a morphism N →M is a weakly monotone map
{−∞} ∪˙N ∪˙ {+∞} → {−∞} ∪˙M ∪˙ {+∞}
which preserves −∞ and +∞ (where −∞ and +∞ are a new minimal and maximal element,
respectively). It is an easy fact (sometimes known as Joyal duality) that the category ∆ is
isomorphic to ∆opbp via the assignment (described here only on objects)
∆ 3 N 7−→ {nonempty proper initial segments of N} ∈ ∆opbp .
Using the identification ∆ ' ∆opbp we can give the following description of the functor
Lpi : Ωpi → ∆opbp , which is easily seen to be equivalent to Construction 2.2.1.
Construction 2.2.10 (Contravariant description of Lpi). To each plane rooted tree T ∈ Ωpi we
associate the (possibly empty) linearly ordered set LpiT ∈ ∆bp of its leaves. This association
extends to maps in the following way: Given a map α : S → T of trees, we need to define a map
{−∞} ∪˙LpiT ∪˙ {+∞} → {−∞} ∪˙LpiS ∪˙ {+∞}. We have no choice but to send −∞ and +∞ to
−∞ and +∞, respectively. Denote by rS the root of S and let a ∈ LpiT ; there are three cases:
• If a is a predecessor of α(rS) then there is a unique leaf b of S such that α(b) is a successor
of a; in this case we define (Lpiα)(a) := b to be this unique leaf.
• If a lies to the left of α(rS) then we define (Lpiα)(a) := −∞.
• If a lies to the right of α(rS) then we define (Lpiα)(a) := +∞.
It is straightforward to verify that this assignment defines a functor Lpi : Ωpi → ∆opbp . ♦
Example 2.2.11. The map of trees from Example 2.1.7 gets sent by Lpi to the map{−∞, e, f , g, h,+∞}→ {−∞, e, f, c, d,+∞}
in ∆bp given by e 7→ e, by f 7→ f and by g, h 7→ c. ♦
2.3 Variant: Plane rootable trees and Connes’ cyclic category Λ
We recall the definition of Connes’ cyclic category Λ.
Definition 2.3.1. [Con83] To each natural number n ∈ N corresponds an object [n] ∈ Λ which
we interpret as the unit circle S1 in the complex plane with n + 1 many equidistant marked
points. The morphisms are homotopy classes of weakly monotone maps S1 → S1 of degree 1
that send marked points to marked points. ♦
Remark 2.3.2. We fix the inclusion ∆ ↪→ Λ which arranges the n+ 1 many elements of an object
[n] ∈ ∆ as marked points on a circle. This inclusion is dense and faithful but not full. ♦
We define the category Ωcyc of plane rootable trees. In analogy to how Ωpi is a full
subcategory of the category Op of operads, we define Ωcyc as a full subcategory of the category
of cyclic operads which we now define.
Definition 2.3.3. A cyclic structure on an operad (O, O, ◦) consists of
• an involution (−)∨ : O → O on colors (called duality) and
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• a system of rotation isomorphisms
O(x1, . . . , xn; y)
∼=−−→ O(y∨, x1, . . . , xn−1;x∨n)
which is compatible with the composition of operations;
such that for each n ∈ N the (n+ 1)-fold composition
O(x1, . . . , xn; y)
∼=−−→ O(y∨, x1, . . . , xn−1;x∨n)
∼=−−→ O(x∨n , y∨, x1, . . . , xn−2;x∨n−1)
∼=−−→ · · · ∼=−−→ O(x2, . . . , xn, y∨;x∨1 )
∼=−−→ O(x1, . . . , xn; y)
of rotation isomorphisms is equal to the identity.
A cyclic operad is an operad together with a cyclic structure. The cyclic operads are
assembled into a category cycOp where the morphisms are required to be compatible with the
additional structure in the obvious way. ♦
Remark 2.3.4. We have an adjunction Op −→←− cycOp where the right adjoint forgets the cyclic
structure and the left adjoint adds a cyclic structure freely. ♦
Definition 2.3.5. A plane rootable tree consists of vertices and (unoriented) edges arranged
in the plane, where an edge can connect two vertices or go to infinity in one or (in the case of
the unique tree η with no vertices) both directions. We require our trees to have at least one
external edge (this is what we mean by “rootable”). We think of each unoriented edge as a pair
of anti-parallel arrows. ♦
Example 2.3.6. A typical example of a plane rootable tree looks as follows:
•
• •
• • • •
• ♦
We call an arrow a leaf if comes from infinity and a root if it goes to infinity. An arrow a
is called a direct predecessor of an arrow b (and b is then a direct successor of a) if there is
a vertex which is both the target t(a) of a and the source s(b) of b. We say a is a predecessor
of b (or b is a successor of a), if a is an iterated direct predecessor of b (this includes the case
a = b). The arity of a tree (resp. a vertex) is n, where n + 1 is the number of arrows leaving
(or, equivalently, entering) the tree (resp. the vertex).
Remark 2.3.7. For every arrow b in a tree T , the set of predecessors of b in T forms a plane
rooted tree (the root is b itself). In particular there is a preferred linear order (clockwise along
the boundary) on the set of those leaves a of T which are predecessors of b. ♦
Construction 2.3.8. Each plane tree T gives rise to a cyclic operad (also denoted T ) as follows:
• Each arrow is a color.
• Each pair (v, a) consisting of an n-ary vertex v ∈ T and an arrow a starting in v gives rise
to an n-ary operation
va : (a1, . . . , an) −→ a
where the ai’s are the direct predecessors of a (hence t(ai) = v) in clockwise order. All
other operations are freely generated by these va’s.
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• The involution on the colors exchanges the two anti-parallel arrows associated to a single
edge.
• The rotation isomorphisms are given on generators by va 7→ va∨n . ♦
Definition 2.3.9. We define the category Ωcyc ⊂ cycOp of plane rootable trees to be the full
subcategory spanned by the cyclic operads T constructed as above. ♦
Remark 2.3.10. Our category Ωcyc is very close to the category of plane unrooted trees introduced
by Joyal–Kock [JK09]; the only difference is that we require our trees to have at least one external
edge. For instance, we do not allow the tree • which consists only of a single vertex, since this
tree can not be interpreted as a cyclic operad in a meaningful way. ♦
Remark 2.3.11. The free-cyclic-structure functor Op→ cycOp induces an inclusion Ωpi → Ωcyc
which replaces each edge with two anti-parallel arrows and forgets the root. ♦
Remark 2.3.12. The cyclic operad corresponding to the tree η (which has no vertices and exactly
two mutually anti-parallel arrows) consists of two colors which are dual to each other and no
non-identity operations. This cyclic operad η has an involution given by exchanging the two
colors, i.e. the two arrows. A morphism η → O to some cyclic operad O corresponds to a color
of O; the involution on the colors of O is induced by the involution on η. ♦
Remark 2.3.13. It is easy to check that an operation in the cyclic operad T ∈ Ωcyc is uniquely
determined by its input and output colors. Hence a map S → T between such operads is uniquely
determined by the value at each arrow. Such a map would not, however, be determined by its
values on unoriented edges; for instance, every unoriented edge e of a tree T gives rise to two
different maps η → T in Ωcyc corresponding to the two mutually dual colors described by e.
If one were only interested in mono-colored cyclic operads or, more generally, cyclic operads
with trivial duality (i.e. every color is self-dual), then it would be enough to consider unoriented
edges. This point of view is taken by Hackney-Robertson-Yau [HRY19]. ♦
Definition 2.3.14. A map of plane rootable trees is called boundary preserving if it maps
leaves to leaves and roots to roots. A collapse map in Ωpi is a boundary preserving map C → T
out of a corolla. A dendroidal object X : N(Ωoppi )→ C in some ∞-category C is called invertible
if X maps all collapse maps to equivalences in C. ♦
As the notation suggests, the category Ωcyc of plane rootable trees has a close relationship
to the cyclic category: the latter is a localization of the former as we will see next.
Construction 2.3.15 (Covariant description of Lcyc). Analogously to the case of plane rooted
trees, a plane rootable tree partitions the plane into “areas” which are arranged clockwise around
a circle. This assignment is a functor Lcyc : Ωcyc → Λ which extends the functor Lpi : Ωpi → ∆. ♦
Construction 2.3.16 (Contravariant description of Lcyc). Using the self-duality Λ ∼= Λop (which
interchanges marked points and intervals on a circle) we can define the functor L : Ωcyc → Λop
instead:
A tree T gets mapped to its set of leaves which are naturally arranged around a circle. The
image of a morphism α : S → T sends each leaf a of T to the unique leaf b of S such that α(b) is
a successor of a. This assignment does not yet uniquely determine Lα as a morphism in Λ; we
still need to specify a linear order on the pre-images (Lα)−1(b) (for every leaf b of S) but this is
taken care of by Remark 2.3.7. ♦
We will prove the following result in Section 3 below.
Theorem 2.3.17. The functor Lcyc : Ωcyc → Λ exhibits Λ as an ∞-categorical localization of
Ωcyc at the set of collapse maps. 
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2.4 Variant: Symmetric (rooted) trees Segal’s category Γ
Denote by Fin? the category of pointed finite sets; note that Segal’s category Γ is isomorphic to
the opposite of Fin?. Denote by Ωsym the category of symmetric rooted trees (i.e. trees without a
plane embedding); this is the category of trees which Moerdijk–Weiss simply call Ω. It is defined
as a full subcategory of symOp, the category of symmetric operads. A symmetric operad is an
operad equipped with an action of the symmetric groups which interchanges the input colors. All
the notions from Section 2.1 have an obvious analogue which we shall not describe here again.
We can also define a functor Lsym, which is analogous to Lpi : Ωpi → ∆ by adapting the
contravariant construction of the latter.
Construction 2.4.1 (The functor Lsym). We define the functor Lsym : Ωsym → Finop? = Γ as
follows: To each tree T we assign the set of external edges which is pointed at the root. Given a
morphism α : S → T of rooted trees and a leaf a of T there is at most one external edge b of S
such that α(b) is a successor of a; we define (Lsymα)(a) := b if such a b exists and (Lsymα)(a) := ?
otherwise. ♦
It is straightforward to show that Lsym : Ωsym → Finop? is well defined and extends the functor
Lpi in the sense that the following diagram commutes:
Op Ωpi ∆ ∆
op
bp
symOp Ωsym Fin
op
?
sym
Lpi '
Lsym
where the leftmost arrow is the symmetrization functor and the rightmost diagonal arrow forgets
the linear ordering and adds a basepoint.
Remark 2.4.2. By combining the ideas from Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 we can construct a
category of (non-plane) rootable trees as a full subcategory of cyclic symmetric operads3). The
corresponding functor Labs : Ωabs → Finop6=∅ maps a tree to its nonempty set of leaves (i.e. incom-
ing arrows). Given a morphism α : S → T of rooted trees and a leaf a of T we define (Lsymα)(a)
to be the unique leaf b of S such that α(b) is a successor of a. ♦
Remark 2.4.3. Unlike Lpi and Lcyc, which can be described concretely in terms of “areas” between
branches, it appears that the functors Lsym and Labs do not admit a nice covariant description.
♦
We have the following localization result (see Section 3):
Theorem 2.4.4. The functor Lsym : Ωsym → Finop? (resp. Labs : Ωabs → Finop6=∅) exhibits Finop?
(resp. Finop6=∅) as an∞-categorical localization of Ωsym (resp. Ωabs) at the set of collapse maps. 
Remark 2.4.5. The functor Lsym : Ωsym → Finop? can be described as Lsym : T 7→ λ(T ) ∪˙ {?},
where λ(T ) is the set of leaves of a tree T . In this guise, it was introduced by Boavida de
Brito–Moerdijk [BM17]. ♦
3) Such operads have both a cyclic and a symmetric structure which are compatible when regarding the sym-
metric group Sn and the cyclic group Z / (n+ 1) as a subgroup of Sn+1.
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3 Proof of the localization theorems
We collect here the main results we want to prove. We use the notation Fun(C′,C) for the
∞-category of functors C→ C′ [Lur09, Notation 1.2.7.2].
The following theorem expresses that the functor Lpi : Ωpi → ∆ (and its brethren Lcyc, Lsym,
Labs) is universal (in the ∞-categorical sense) with the property of inverting the collapse maps
in Lpi.
Theorem 3.0.1. For every ∞-category C, the functor Lpi : Ωpi → ∆ induces a fully faithful
functor
L?pi : Fun(N(∆),C) −→ Fun(N(Ωpi),C)
of∞-categories with essential image spanned by those functors N(Ωpi)→ C which map all collapse
maps C → T to equivalences. The analogous statement is true for the functors Lcyc : Ωcyc → Λ,
Lsym : Ωsym → Finop? and Labs : Ωabs → Finop6=∅. 
Corollary 3.0.2. The categories Ωpi, Ωsym and Ωabs are weakly contractible and the classifying
space of Ωcyc is BS1. 
Proof. Clearly the categories ∆, Finop? and Fin
op
6=∅ are contractible, since they have a terminal
object, a zero object and an initial object, respectively. The classifying space of the cyclic cate-
gory Λ is known to be BS1 [Con83, Theorem 10]. Since the localization functors of Theorem 3.0.1
induce weak equivalences on classifying spaces, the result follows. 
Remark 3.0.3. The weak contractibility of Ωsym (and implicitly of Ωpi) was proved by a different
method by Ara–Cisinski–Moerdijk [ACM17]. ♦
3.1 The general situation
Our strategy to prove Theorem 3.0.1 is to apply the following general lemma which we will prove
separately in Section 3.2 below.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let L : W → D be a functor of (ordinary) categories and for each n ∈ D let
Bn ⊂Wn be a subcategory of the weak fiberWn of L such that (with the notation of Remark 3.1.2
below)
• Bn has an initial object cn and
• the inclusion N(Bn) ↪→ N(W )/n is cofinal.
Then for every ∞-category C, composition with L induces a fully faithful functor
L? : Fun(N(D),C) −→ Fun(N(W ),C)
of ∞-categories with the essential image spanned by those functors N(W ) → C which send all
the edges of the form cn → t in N(Bn) (for n ∈ D) to equivalences. 
Remark 3.1.2. Recall that the weak fiber Wn (also called 2-fiber) of L : W → D is the category
whose objects consist of an object t ∈ W and an isomorphism t ∼=−−→ n in D. The left fiber
W/n ⊃Wn has objects (t, f : t→ n) where f is not required to be an isomorphism. ♦
Let Ω be any one of the categories Ωpi, Ωcyc, Ωsym, Ωabs; let L be the corresponding functor
(among Lpi, Lcyc, Lsym, Labs) and denote its target (which is either ∆, Λ, Finop? or Finop6=∅)
by D. For every object [n] ∈ D we denote by Ω/[n] the left fiber, by Ω[n] the weak fiber and
by bp[n] ⊂ Ωn the subcategory of Ω[n] with the same objects but only boundary preserving
morphisms. We shall now show that the functors L satisfy the requirements for Lemma 3.1.1,
thus concluding the proof of Theorem 3.0.1.
Proposition 3.1.3. Fix an object [n] ∈ D.
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T
0
1 2 · · · j − 1 j · · · m− 1
m
f(0)
f(0) + 1
. . .
f(1) f(j − 1)
f(j − 1) + 1
. . .
f(j) f(m− 1)
f(m− 1) + 1
. . .
f(m)
· · · · · ·
0
1
...
...
n
f(0) f(m)
Figure 1: The construction of the tree Tf in the case L = Lpi. The little arrows decorate the roots
of the various trees. Forgetting the root and/or the plane embedding describes the analogous
construction in the cases L = Lcyc,Lsym,Labs
(1) The n-corolla C[n] (together with any identification LC[n]
∼=−−→ [n]) is an initial object in
the category bp[n].
(2) The inclusion bp[n] ⊂ Ω[n] ↪→ Ω/[n] has a left adjoint. 
Corollary 3.1.4. The inclusion bp[n] ↪→ Ω/[n] is cofinal in the sense of Joyal [Joy08, 8.11] [Lur09,
Theorem 4.1.3.1]. 
Proof (of Proposition 3.1.3). The first statement is obvious.
The functor Ω/[n] → bp[n] is constructed as follows: Given an object (T, f : LT = [m]→ [n]) we
define the tree Tf by glueing some corollas to T along its outer edges (see also Figure 1). We
only describe this process explicitly for L = Lpi but the construction is essentially the same in
the other cases.
• To a leaf of T corresponding to the minimal edge {j− 1, j} ↪→ [m] we glue a corolla Cfj−1,j
(of arity f(j) − f(j − 1)) with leaves {i − 1, i} for f(j − 1) < i ≤ f(j) (this might be a
0-corolla if f(j − 1) = f(j)).
• To the root (corresponding to the maximal edge {0,m} ↪→ [m]) we glue a corolla Cfmax
with leaves
{0, 1}, {1, 2}, . . . , {f(0)− 1, f(0)}, {f(0), f(m)}, {f(m), f(m) + 1}, . . . , {n− 1, n}
along the special leaf {f(0), f(m)} of Cfmax.
The adjunction unit at (T, f) is the inclusion T ↪→ Tf which we denote by fT . We need to
prove that given a morphism of trees α : T → S over f : [m]→ [n] there is a unique factorization
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T
fT−−→ Tf α
bp−−→ S with αbp in bp[n]. We have no other choice than to define αbp as α on the
subtree T ↪→ Tf and to make it the identity on the boundary; hence uniqueness is clear. It is
straightforward to verify that this map of trees is indeed well defined. 
3.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1.1
LetM be defined as the Grothendieck construction of the functor ∆1 → Cat which parameterizes
the functor L : W → D. Explicitly, an object in M is either an object t ∈ W or an object
n ∈ D; for s, t ∈ W and m,n ∈ D we put M(t, s) = W (t, s) and M(n,m) = D(n,m) and
M(t, n) = D(Lt, n) and M(n, t) = ∅. We have a factorization L : W ↪→ M L−−→ D where
the first arrow is the obvious fully faithful inclusion and the second arrow has a fully faithful
right adjoint D ↪→ M . We identify D with its image in M and we denote by η : IdM → L
the unit of the adjunction L : M −→←− D; it is an isomorphism (in fact the identity) at exactly
those objects in M that belong to D.4) We deal with the two components of L : W ↪→M −→←− D
individually by using standard techniques from Higher Topos Theory [Lur09]. Lemma 3.1.1 is a
direct consequence of Corollary 3.2.4 and Corollary 3.2.9 below.
Remark 3.2.1. For each n ∈ D the forgetful functor Bn ⊂ Wn → W extends to a functor
Bn
. ↪→ M by sending the new vertex v to n and the new arrow (t, f) → v (for (t, f) ∈ Bn) to
the arrow f : t→ n of W . ♦
Fix an ∞-category C. We recall the following result.
Lemma 3.2.2. [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.12] Let L : M → D be a localization functor of ∞-
categories (i.e. L has a fully faithful right adjoint) and let C be another ∞-category. Then
composition with L induces a fully faithful functor
Fun(D,C) −→ Fun(M,C)
with essential image consisting of those functors that map an edge f inM to an equivalence in
C provided that Lf is an equivalence in D. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let F : N(M)→ C be a functor of ∞-categories. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every edge f in N(M), if Lf is an equivalence in D then Ff is an equivalence in C.
(2) For every n ∈ D, the functor F maps all edges in N(Bn). to equivalences in C.
(3) F sends every component ηt : t→ Lt of the unit to an equivalence in C.
We denote by K+ the full subcategory of Fun(N(M),C) spanned by such functors. 
Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) (because L(f) is the identity for each edge f of N(Bn).) and (2)
trivially implies (3).
Observe that if f : t→ s is a morphism in M then we have a commutative naturality square
t Lt
s Ls
f
ηt
Lf
ηs
Hence (3) implies (1) by the two-out-of-three property for equivalences in C. 
Corollary 3.2.4. Composition with the functor L : M → D induces a fully faithful functor
Fun(N(D),C) ↪→ Fun(N(M),C) with essential image K+. 
Let us recall the following result.
4) The components ηt : t → Lt of the adjunction are precisely the coCartesian morphisms of the coCartesian
fibration M → ∆1.
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Lemma 3.2.5. [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.1.12] Let C be an ∞-category and let F : B. → C be
a diagram where B is a weakly contractible simplicial set and F carries each edge of B to an
equivalence in C. Then F is a colimit diagram in C if and only if it carries every edge in B. to
an equivalence in C. 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let F : N(W )→ C be a functor. The following are equivalent:
(1) The functor F admits a left Kan extension along W ↪→ M and the resulting functor
N(M)→ C lies in K+.
(2) For every n ∈ D the functor F maps every edge of N(Bn) to an equivalence in C.
(3) For every n ∈ D and every t ∈ Bn the functor F maps the unique edge cn → t in N(Bn)
to an equivalence in C.
We denote by K the full subcategory of Fun(N(W ),C) spanned by such functors. 
Proof. The equivalence between (2) and (3) is obvious because cn is an initial element in Bn.
Using description (2) of Lemma 3.2.3 it is clear that (1) implies (2).
Let us prove the converse: By the pointwise construction of Kan extensions [Lur09, Lemma
4.3.2.13], a left Kan extension of F along W ↪→M can be assembled from colimit cones for the
diagrams N(W )/n → N(W ) F−−→ C (for n ∈ D). Recall that Bn ↪→ W/n is cofinal, hence we can
reduce to finding colimits for the diagrams N(Bn) ↪→ N(W/n)→ N(W ) F−−→ C. All edges of these
diagrams are equivalences by condition (2) and N(Bn) is contractible (because Bn has an initial
element). Therefore by Lemma 3.2.5 these colimits exists and the corresponding colimit cones
N(Bn)
. → C map all edges to equivalences in C, thus verifying condition (2) of Lemma 3.2.3. 
Fix the following notation:
• Denote by H+ the full subcategory of Fun(N(M),C) spanned by those functors which are
the left Kan extension of their restriction to W ⊂M .
• Denote by H the full subcategory of Fun(N(W ),C) spanned by those functors which admit
a left Kan extension along W ↪→M .
Recall the following result.
Lemma 3.2.7. [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.2.15] The restriction functor along N(W ) ↪→ N(M) is a
trivial fibration H+ → H of simplicial sets. 
Lemma 3.2.8. We have inclusions K+ ⊂ H+ and K ⊂ H and a pullback square
K+ H+
K H
of simplicial sets with vertical arrows given by restriction along W ↪→M . 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.6 
Since trivial fibrations of simplicial sets are stable under pullbacks we obtain:
Corollary 3.2.9. The restriction functor along the inclusion W ↪→ M is a trivial fibration
K+ → K of simplicial sets. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 and therefore of Theorem 3.0.1.
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4 Applications
Consider the category sSet := [∆op,Set] of simplicial sets equipped with the classical (Kan-
Quillen) left proper combinatorial simplicial model structure. Denote by S := N∆(sSet◦) the
corresponding ∞-category of spaces obtained as the simplicial nerve of the subcategory of
fibrant-cofibrant objects. A dendroidal (resp. simplicial) object in S is called a dendroidal (resp.
simplicial) space.
4.1 2-Segal simplicial objects and Segal dendroidal objects
In this section we compare the dendroidal Segal conditions due to Cisinski–Moerdijk [CM13] and
the simplicial 2-Segal conditions due to Dyckerhoff and Kapranov [DK12].
Definition 4.1.1. [CM13, Definition 2.2] The Segal core of a tree η 6= T ∈ Ωsym is the union
Sc[T ] :=
⋃
v
Ωsym[Cn(v)]
where v runs over all vertices of T and Cn(v) ↪→ T denotes the subtree with vertex v. We use
the convention Sc[η] := Ωsym[η] for the trivial tree.
A symmetric dendroidal space X : N(Ωopsym)→ S is Segal if for any tree T ∈ Ωsym the map
XT = Hom(Ωsym(T ),X ) −→ Hom(Sc[T ],X )
is a trivial fibration. ♦
We adapt this definition as follows.
Definition 4.1.2. A dendroidal object X : N(Ωoppi )→ C in some ∞-category C is called Segal if
X sends the diagram
T T2
T1 e
(4.1)
to a pullback square in C whenever the tree T ∈ Ωpi arises by grafting two trees T1 and T2 along
a common edge e. ♦
Remark 4.1.3. Clearly Definition 4.1.1 and Definition 4.1.2 make sense, mutatis mutandis, for
planar, symmetric, cyclic, and cyclic symmetric dendroidal objects. ♦
Remark 4.1.4. If a tree T arises by grafting two trees T1 and T2 along a common edge e then
clearly Sc[T ] = Sc[T1] unionsqe Sc[T2]. By successively decomposing a tree along its inner edges we
therefore see that Definition 4.1.1 and Definition 4.1.2 agree for dendroidal objects in the ∞-
category S of spaces. ♦
The importance of the dendroidal Segal conditions is highlighted by the following result.
Proposition 4.1.5. [CM13, Corollary 2.6] The symmetric dendroidal nerve functor
Nd : symOp −→ dSet
is fully faithful and the essential image consists precisely of the Segal symmetric dendroidal
sets. 
Remark 4.1.6. Proposition 4.1.5 directly generalizes to all types of operads discussed in this
paper: non-symmetric operads, symmetric operads, cyclic operads, cyclic symmetric operads. ♦
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Definition 4.1.7. [DK12, Proposition 2.3.2] A simplicial object X : N(∆op) → C in some ∞-
category C is called unital 2-Segal if for each 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m it maps the square
{0, . . . ,m} {i, . . . , j}
{0, . . . , i, j, . . .m} {i, j}
(4.2)
in ∆ to a pullback square square in C. ♦
Remark 4.1.8. We always interpret the elements i and j in the lower row of Diagram 4.2 as
distinct; thus in the case i = j the vertical arrows are degeneracy maps. ♦
Remark 4.1.9. Since non-unital 2-Segal objects never make an appearance in this paper, we just
write “2-Segal” and leave the adjective “unital” implicit. ♦
Lemma 4.1.10. A simplicial object X : N(∆op) → C in some ∞-category C is 2-Segal if and
only if the composition L?piX : N(Ωoppi ) Lpi−−→ N(∆op) X−−→ C is a Segal dendroidal object. 
Proof. Let T = T1 ∪e T2 be a grafting of trees where e is the root of T2 and a leaf of T1. Put
[m] := LpiT . Applying Lpi to the inclusion e ↪→ T defines a map [1] = Lpie f−−→ [m], so we can
define i := f(0) and j := f(1). It is easy to see that with this notation Lpi sends Diagram (4.1)
to Diagram (4.2) and that every instance of Diagram (4.2) arises this way. 
4.2 Segal simplicial objects and covariantly fibrant dendroidal objects
Recall that a simplicial object X : ∆op → C in some ∞-category C is called reduced Segal if
X[n] '−−→ X n[1] via the inert maps {i− 1, i} ↪→ [n] in ∆ (in particular X[0] is a terminal object in
C). A similar condition makes sense when replacing ∆ by Γ := Finop? ; such functors X : Γop → C
were introduced (in the case C := S) by Segal [Seg74] under the name special Γ-spaces.
Definition 4.2.1. [BM17] A dendroidal object X : Ωoppi → C (or X : Ωopsym → C) is covariantly
fibrant if for each tree T with leaves l1, . . . , ln we have an equivalence XT '−−→
∏n
i=1Xli . ♦
It is clear from the definitions that
• a simplicial object X in C is reduced Segal if and only if L?piX is covariantly fibrant,
• every covariantly fibrant X : Ωoppi → C maps collapse maps to equivalences.
(And similarly for the symmetric case.) Therefore Theorem 3.0.1 immediately implies the follow-
ing result, proved by Boavida de Brito–Moerdijk [BM17, Theorem 1.1] for C = S in the language
of model categories.
Corollary 4.2.2. For every ∞-category C, the functor Lpi (resp. Lsym) induces an equivalence
of ∞-categories between
• reduced Segal simplicial (resp. Γ-) objects in C
• covariantly fibrant plane (resp. symmetric) dendroidal objects in C. 
4.3 2-Segal simplicial sets and invertible operads
Definition 4.3.1. [DK12, Def. 3.6.7] An operad O is called invertible if all the composition
and unit maps (as in Definition 2.1.1) are invertible. ♦
Remark 4.3.2. If an operad O is invertible then its underlying category is discrete. ♦
Proposition 4.3.3. [DK12, Thm. 3.6.8] Fix a set B of colors. Then there is an equivalence of
categories between invertible B-colored operads and 2-Segal simplicial sets X : ∆op → Set with
X[1] = B. 
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We can characterize invertibility of an operad in terms of its dendroidal nerve.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let O be an operad and let Nd(O) : Ωoppi → Set be its dendroidal nerve. The
following are equivalent:
(1) The dendroidal set Nd(O) maps all boundary preserving maps to isomorphisms.
(2) The dendroidal set Nd(O) is invertible, i.e. it inverts all collapse maps. 
(3) The operad O is invertible.
Proof. If α : T → S is boundary preserving, then clearly the collapse map for S factors through
the collapse map for T as C → T α−−→ S. Hence (1) and (2) are equivalent by the 2-out-of-3-
property for isomorphisms.
Taking the coproduct over all the unit maps in Definition 2.1.1 yields precisely the image
under N(O) of the collapse map C1 → η. Taking the coproduct over all the composition maps
for fixed k, n1, . . . , nk ∈ N yields (putting n :=
∑k
i=1 ni) precisely the image of the collapse
map Cn → Tn1,...,nkk , where Tn1,...,nkk is tree obtained by glueing (for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k) the corolla
Cni to the i-th leaf of the corolla Ck. Hence (2) implies (3). The converse holds because every
“generalized composition map” represented by a collapse map C → T can be written as the
composition of unit and composition maps as in Definition 2.1.1. 
Using
• the characterization of operads as Segal dendroidal sets (the non-symmetric analogue of
Proposition 4.1.5),
• the characterization of invertible operads (Lemma 4.3.4),
• our main result (Theorem 2.2.9) in the case C = Set and
• the corresponcence between Segal dendroidal objects and 2-Segal simplicial objects (Lemma 4.1.10)
we recover the following more elegant version of Proposition 4.3.3.
Corollary 4.3.5. The composition sSet
L?pi−−→ dpiSet −→ Op restricts to an equivalence of
categories between the full subcategories of 2-Segal simplicial sets on one side and invertible
operads on the other. 
Remark 4.3.6. Let X be an invertible Segal dendroidal object. Let T be the closed n-corolla (i.e.
the grafting of n many 0-corollas on top of a n-corolla). We have two maps
X (c0) '←−− X (T ) '−−→ X (cn)×X (η)n X (c0)n
which are equivalences by invertibility and the Segal conditions respectively. In the example
where X is induced (via Lpi) from the Waldhausen S-construction [Wal85] (of some suitable
category) we have X (c0) ' {?}, hence this condition says precisely that a flag of length n with
trivial subquotients is trivial. ♦
4.4 2-Segal simplicial spaces and invertible ∞-operads
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2.9 and Lemma 4.1.10 we obtain the following comparison
result.
Corollary 4.4.1. Composition with Lpi : Ωpi → ∆ induces an equivalence between the ∞-
category of 2-Segal simplicial spaces and the∞-category of invertible Segal dendroidal spaces. 
The goal of this Section 4.4 is to give an interpretation of this result by identifying the
∞-category of invertible Segal dendroidal spaces as a full subcategory of the ∞-category of
complete Segal dendroidal spaces. We treat the latter as a model for (non-symmetric)∞-operads
(in analogy to results due to Cisinski–Moerdijk [CM13] in the symmetric case) so that we can
rephrase Corollary 4.4.2 as follows:
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Corollary 4.4.2. Composition with Lpi : Ωpi → ∆ induces an equivalence between the ∞-
category of 2-Segal simplicial spaces and the ∞-category of invertible (non-symmetric) ∞-
operads. 
The theory of complete Segal dendroidal spaces was developed by Cisinski–Moerdijk [CM13]
and spelled out in detail for symmetric dendroidal spaces. They prove that complete Segal
symmetric dendroidal spaces are a model for symmetric ∞-operads (see Theorem 4.4.4 below).
We briefly retrace their main definitions in the world of non-symmetric operads. We will use the
resulting model category of complete Segal planar dendroidal spaces (or rather, its underlying
∞-category) as a model for (non-symmetric) ∞-operads.
Construction 4.4.3. [CM13, Sections 5 and 6] We build the simplicial model category [Ωoppi , sSet]cS
of complete Segal dendroidal spaces (also called dendroidal Rezk model category) as
constructed by Cisinski–Moerdijk in the symmetric case:
Take the Reedy model structure5) on the functor category dsSet := [Ωoppi , sSet] and then
Bousfield-localize [Lur09, Proposition A.3.7.3] two times:
(1) by the Segal core inclusions Sc[T ] −→ Ωpi[T ] and
(2) by the maps Ωpi[T ]⊗Jd −→ Ωpi[T ], where Jd is the dendroidal nerve of the category •
∼=−−→ •
with two objects and a single isomorphism between them. ♦
The Reedy model category [Ωoppi , sSet]Reedy has a canonical simplicial enrichment [RV14,
Theorem 10.3] which is maintained by the Bousfield localization processes [Lur09, Proposition
A.3.7.3]. Therefore we can construct what we call the ∞-category of ∞-operads as the
simplicial nerve of the fibrant-cofibrant objects:
Op := N∆([Ω
op
pi , sSet]
◦
cS)
The name is justified by the following result.
Theorem 4.4.4. [CM13, Corollary 6.8] The inclusion dSet ↪→ [Ωsym, sSet]cS is a left Quillen
equivalence between the model category of symmetric∞-operads as defined by Cisinski–Moerdijk [CM11]
and the model category of complete Segal symmetric dendroidal spaces. 
Definition 4.4.5. We denote by [Ωoppi , sSet]iS the Bousfield localization of [Ω
op
pi , sSet]cS by the
collapse maps
Ωpi[Cn] −→ Ωpi[T ]
for each n-ary tree T ; we call it the model category of invertible Segal dendroidal spaces.
We denote the corresponding ∞-category of invertible ∞-operads by
iOp := N∆([Ω
op
pi , sSet]
◦
iS). ♦
Remark 4.4.6. It is immediate from the characterization of Bousfield localization that [Ωoppi , sSet]◦iS
is a full simplicial subcategory of [Ωoppi , sSet]◦cS. Hence the∞-category iOp of invertible∞-operads
is a full subcategory of the ∞-category Op of (all) ∞-operads. ♦
Lemma 4.4.7. The∞-category iOp of invertible∞-operads is equivalent to the full subcategory
of Fun(N(Ωoppi ), S) consisting of those dendroidal spaces X : N(Ωoppi )→ S which are invertible Segal
and satisfy the following completeness condition:
• For each tree T , the maps Ωpi[T ]⊗Jd → Ωpi[T ] from Construction 4.4.3 induce equivalences
Hom(Ωpi[T ]⊗ Jd,X ) '−−→ XT . (4.3)

5) Cisinski–Moerdijk actually use a generalized version of the Reedy model structure since the category Ωsym
of symmetric rooted trees is not a Reedy category (unlike Ωpi, which is).
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To prove Lemma 4.4.7 we use the following result.
Proposition 4.4.8. [Lur09, Proposition 4.2.4.4.] Let A be a combinatorial simplicial model
category, C a small simplicial category and S a simplicial set equipped with an equivalence
C[S]
'−−→ C. Then the induced map
N∆([C,A]
◦) −→ Fun(S,N∆(A◦))
is a categorical equivalence of simplicial sets. 
Remark 4.4.9. In Proposition 4.4.8 it does not matter whether we equip [C,A] with the injective,
projective or (if C is a Reedy category) with the Reedy model structure, since they are all Quillen
equivalent [Lur09, Remark A.2.9.23]. ♦
Proof (of Lemma 4.4.7). We specialize Proposition 4.4.8 to A := sSet and C := Ωoppi (seen as
a discrete simplicial category); we put S := N(Ωoppi ) = N∆(Ω
op
pi ) equipped with the adjunction
counit C[N∆(Ω
op
pi )]
'−−→ Ωpi. We obtain an equivalence
N∆([Ω
op
pi , sSet]
◦
Reedy)
'−−→ Fun(N(Ωoppi ), S) (4.4)
of∞-categories. Passing to Bousfield localizations replaces the simplicial category [Ωoppi , sSet]◦Reedy
by the full subcategory of the new fibrant-cofibrant objects. Therefore the equivalence (4.4)
restricts to an equivalence between iOp := N∆([Ω
op
pi , sSet]◦iS) and some full subcategory of
Fun(N(Ωoppi ), S) whose objects are determined by the fibrancy conditions in the three localization
steps. Each of these steps corresponds precisely to one of the three conditions (invertibility,
Segal, completeness) in Lemma 4.4.7. 
We will now see that the completeness condition in Lemma 4.4.7 is redundant.
Lemma 4.4.10. An invertible Segal dendroidal space is automatically complete. 
Proof. A dendroidal Segal space X : Ωoppi → S is complete if and only the underlying simplicial
Segal space X ∣∣
∆op
: ∆op ⊂ Ωoppi → S (obtained by restricting to linear trees) is complete. If X is
invertible then X ∣∣
∆op
is constant, hence trivially complete. 
Lemma 4.4.10 motivates the name “invertible Segal” (rather than “invertible complete Segal”)
in Definition 4.4.5 and completes the transition from Corollary 4.4.1 to Corollary 4.4.2.
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